In order to further clarify the situation[ under which
these issues were created], we present an article from the 17
December 1919 edition of the Pécs newspaper “Dunántúl”:
“Stamps with New Overprints”
Pécs, 16 December 1919
The higher denomination postage stamps issued on 1
October 1919 by the Pécs postal and telegraph authorities to
accommodate higher postal rates have been exhausted to the
extent that some post offices are barely able to provide postage
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for letters, or if they are able, they must use up to 15 smaller
denomination stamps to frank the occasional ordinary or special
delivery letter. As a consequence, offices are facing the
possibility that the remaining trifling supply will be exhausted.
To prevent this, higher postal authorities have authorized the
revalue and overprinting of remaining 2 fillér special delivery, 2
fillér harvester and postal savings stamps at a10 fillér
denomination; the 5 fillér at 20; the 6 fillér at 30; the 25, 40 and
45 fillér at 200; the 15 and 20 fillér at 150; and the 75 fillér at
200 fillér denominations. Each postage stamp is overprinted
with “Baranya” in black in a semicircle on the upper portion
and beneath this the new denomination appears in red.
The first overprinting occurred under the supervision of
a commission constituted by representatives from the
administration and accounting office of postal and telegraph
authority and from the military command of the occupying
forces. The postal authorities were compelled to conduct
another overprinting, in part due to the shortages resulting from
the new postal rates and in part because of the great real
economic constraints of the trifling remaining stamp supply.
Considering the low former price of the new stamp sets,
they will only be put on sale at the post and telegraph offices in
Pécs on 18 December, while starting on the following day they
will only be provided for franking material which is actually to
be expedited by the post…
The overprinting is to be done at the “Egyenlöség”
[“Equality”] printing house…
We are informed that the postal and telegraph
administration allows employees to purchase 10 complete sets of
the issue, while they issue only triflingly small amounts [to the
public]. They intend the overprint to supplement the stamp
supply, who’s shortage really can be acutely felt. Now the postal
fee must be paid in cash, and the postal representative must affix
the stamps to the letter, package or telegraph concerned.”
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This newspaper article gives an overview of the
circumstances related to the issue. In some sources we can read
that postal director Lajos Solti initiated the new overprinting
because news had spread that the Serbian troops would evacuate
Baranya on 1 January, 1920 and that and he was afraid that they
would take the stamp supply with them. This does not fit the
facts, because they could just as easily have taken the newly
overprinted stamps, and anyway, the withdrawal did not
materialize. There is one thing that the newspaper article does
not mention. Most of the overprints were applied to “Magyar
Posta” series stamps. These were not in the inventory of the
Pécs postal administration, since they came into circulation in
Hungary well after the occupation. The inventory was down to
newspaper stamps, a few values from the “Magyar Kir. Posta”
series, and the postal savings stamp. These “Magyar Posta”
stamps must have come from standing Hungarian territory
during the occupation; in fact, they most likely came from the
central supply warehouse in Budapest. By this time the
“commune” had collapsed and the Pécs postal administration
benefited from some support from the nationalist-oriented
Hungarian postal administration management. In addition, the
Pécs postal administration no longer disliked headquarters in
Budapest, since the communists were no longer in power there.
The overprint was typeset at the “Taizs” press in Pécs.
The stereotype plates were assembled at the Pécs Literature
and Book Press Stock Company. The printing was done at
the “Egyenlöség” [“Equality”] printing house, as indicated in the
article above.
The stamps were ready for issue on 18 December 1919.
Speculator and dealers did not rush this issue as they had done
the first one, in part, because the public had been informed that
larger quantities were to be released. The therefore did not
represent a rarity. The series only consisted of 15 values.
The stamps remained in circulation until the withdrawal
of the occupying Serb forces.
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Numbers Issued of Baranya II Stamps
Various versions also exist of how many stamps were in
this issue. We give the official count, with the observation that
flawed and rejected sheets are included. The official list gives
the number of sheets which were serviced by the press.
Afterwards, we list separately the number of these sheets which
were rejected.
The number of copies of the total of 15 values follows:
number
10 on 2 fillér newspaper stamp, orange

50,000

10 on 10 fillér postal savings, violet

54,100

10 on 2 fillér special delivery, green/red

64,300

20 on 2 fillér harvester (magyar kir. posta), yellowish brn

9,500

20 on 2 fillér harvester (magyar posta), yellowish brn

110,500

30 on 6 fillér harvester (magyar posta), bluish green

60,000

50 on 5 fillér harvester (magyar kir. posta), green

19,700

50 on 5 fillér harvester (magyar posta), green

200,100

100 on 25 fillér harvester (magyar posta), blue

153,500

100 on 40 fillér harvester (magyar posta), olive green

147,100

100 on 45 fillér harvester (magyar kir. posta), orange

35,000

150 on 15 fillér King Károly – Köztársaság, violet

79,600

150 on 15 fillér harvester (magyar kir. posta), violet

20,600

150 on 15 fillér harvester (magyar posta), violet

30,000

200 on 75 fillér parliament stamp, blue

55,000
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The rejects consisted in part of inverted and double
overprints and in part of heavily shifted overprints and soiled
sheets. Given the fact that the word “Baranya” and the value
designation were printed separately, partial inverted and double
overprints occurred; that is, some with sometimes only the word
“Baranya” and other times only the value designation were
inverted on the stamp. Unfortunately, even though they were
rejected and not put into circulation, they did surface as rarities.
Let us expand on the description of these printing errors. The
number of rejected sheets should be subtracted from the
production numbers above. As we know, one sheet represents
100 stamps. The following number of sheets were rejected for
the various types:

sheets
10 / 2 fillér newspaper stamp, orange
10 / 10 fillér postal savings, violet
10 / 2 fillér special delivery, green/red
20 /2 fillér harvester (magyar kir. posta), yellowish brown
20 /2 fillér harvester (magyar posta), yellowish brown
30 /6 fillér harvester (magyar posta), bluish green
50 /5 fillér harvester (magyar kir. posta), green
50 /5 fillér harvester (magyar posta), green
100 /25 fillér harvester (magyar posta), blue
100 /40 fillér harvester (magyar posta), olive green
100 /45 fillér harvester (magyar kir. posta), orange
150 /15 fillér King Károly – Köztársaság, violet
150 /15 fillér harvester (magyar kir. posta), violet
150 /15 fillér harvester (magyar posta), violet
200 /75 fillér parliament stamp, blue

3
9
11
1
8
8
18
1
5
8
3
4
6
2
2

Overprinting the Stamps
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As mentioned earlier, the overprint was typeset at the
“Taizs” press and the stereotype plates were assembled at the
Pécs Literature and Book Press Stock Company. The
plates were fairly imprecisely soldered during assembly. The
“Baranya” text for some values has slipped appreciably up or
down in some rows, and is not aligned. For example, in the 50
fillér stamp, 4th and 8th position in each row has the word
“Baranya” shifted downward 3 mm with respect to the other
positions. But we find up- and down-shifts in the other values,
too. Naturally, if the stereotype plates were prepared with such
carelessness, it is understandable that shifts from the printing are
even greater, given the even greater carelessness with which the
sheets were placed into the press. For this reason it is virtually
impossible to find a sheet both the text and value overprints are
well centered.
“Baranya” was set in Japanese-style letters and the
overprint is in shiny black. The denominations are imprinted in
carmine red. The distribution of the carmine color is also quite
uneven. Occasionally the overprint is lighter on the right side of
a sheet than on the other, and sometimes it is the other way
around. It appears that the ink roller of the press was already
quite worn, which is also apparent from the ink spots and
smudges to be found on almost every sheet.
We also find an appreciably number of plate errors. On
the 200 / 75 [fillér] parliament stamp, the first “A” is an “Á”,
resulting in “BÁRANYA” as we show in Figure 1.
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Figure 1
The plate error on the 50 / 5 [fillér] “magyar posta” and
50 / 5 [fillér] “magyar kir. posta” stamps is rarer, because it only
occurs once per sheet. The right side of the zero in “50” is cut
off. This error, illustrated in Figure 2, occurs in position 21 of
each sheet.

Figure 2
Just as rare is the plate error of the 100 fillér stamp,
which occurs in position 61, also once per sheet. [In fact, the
relative rarity also depends on the number printed (as seen
above), not just on the relative frequency.] This error consists
of the “1” in the overprinted “100” being broken at it’s lower
third, on the 100 / 25 [fillér], 100 / 40 [fillér] and 100 / 45 [fillér]
stamps. The error is illustrated in all three of the denominations
in Figure 3.
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Figure 3
Occasionally dots can be found between the numbers on
these same 100 fillér stamps. However, they are not errors in
composition from incorrectly typesetting real periods, but result
from unclean handling during which small lead foundryfragments lodge between letters, manifesting themselves as dots
during printing. The following variations can be found: 10’0
10.0 1.0.0 and 1’00 (Figure 4).

Figure 4
Shifts in the overprinting of both “Baranya” and the
denomination can be found in infinite variety. At times the shift
is so great that only half of the overprint falls upon a stamp. We
show a few examples of such shifted overprints in Figure 5.
Now let us change the subject to rejected material
[printer’s waste]. As we mentioned before, this never got into
circulation and therefor can not be considered to be printing
errors. Rather it is waste material that got into the hands of
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collectors in a round about way and can not be listed with the
errors enumerated above. Its collector’s value is slight.

Figure 5
The above-listed 89 sheets were rejected during the
oversight of the printing. These sheets wound up in the stock of
the postal administration. After the withdrawal of the Serbian
troops, they were acquired by the association of the postal
sanatorium, who attempted to turn them to good account and sell
them. The association entrusted engineers Káplán and Dragos
with the task. They applied a carmine-colored backstamp
(shown in Figure 6) with a metal die, in the form of intertwined
letters “K.D.” in a shield like frame surrounded by the
“Baranya II tévny.” [“Baranya pri. error”]. Stamps thus desig-
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Figure 6
nated must obligatorily come from the printer’s waste and thus
their collector’s value is quite low. The prices attained by the
stamps thus brought to the market never achieved the anticipated
success, which is understandable, since they were never in postal
circulation. Thus in the fall of 1922 a collector from Pécs
bought the entire remaining stock, and continued to market it.
The following varieties are known in this waste material:
10/2 fillér newspaper stamp, w/Baranya overprint only (w/o value)
10/10 postal savings stamp, with inverted Baranya overprint only
10/2 special delivery stamp, with Baranya overprint only
30/6 harvester (magyar posta) stamp, w/ inverted Baranya only
50/5 harvester (magyar posta) stamp, with Baranya overprint only
50/5 harvester (magyar kir. posta) stamp, w/Baranya overprint only
100/25 harvester (magyar posta) stamp, w/ inverted Baranya only
100/40 harvester (magyar posta) stamp, w/ double Baranya only
100/45 harvester (magyar posta) stamp, w/ Baranya overprint only
150/15 King Károly – Köztársaság stamp, w/Baranya overprint only
150/15 harvester (magyar kir. posta) stamp, w/Baranya overprint only
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Inverted Overprints
Also known are the 20 / 2 [fillér] harvester stamp, which
has the word “Baranya” imprinted normally but with the
denomination “blind printed”, and the 10 / 2 [fillér] special
delivery stamp, which has both overprints inverted. Additionally
known are the 10 / 10 [fillér] postal savings stamp with
“Baranya” inverted but with the denomination normally printed
and its inverse, namely with “Baranya” normally printed but
with the denomination inverted. Appreciably shifted overprints
can also be found in this waste material. Those stamps that do
not have the above-mentioned imprint, were actually issued
[unless they are forgeries], and such an example of a shifted
overprint can legitimately be added to our collections.

Overprints Without Imprinted Denominations
More interesting than these stamps are those pairs on
which one is overprinted but the adjacent stamp is not. These
did actually get into circulation. The secret of their origin is the
same as that of partially imperforate Hungarian stamps. The
edge of the sheet, generally the corner, got folded over during
printing and thus some stamps did not get overprinted, or should
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I say, got overprinted on the back of the sheet. We find pairs
with either the right or left stamp unimprinted. Of these, the 20 /
2 [fillér] harvester (magyar posta), 150 / 15 [fillér] harvester
(magyar posta), ), 150 / 15 [fillér] King Károly – Köztársaság,
100 / 40 [fillér] harvester (magyar posta), and 200 /75 [fillér]
parliament stamps have become well known. It is said that such
overprint-free stamps had the revised denomination reapplied, to
avoid having to reject the whole sheet. In such cases, the
denomination overprint may have been inverted. This would
have lead inverted overprint being adjacent to a normal one (têtebéche). However, we have not yet seen these.
As we see, the Baranya II stamps abound in errors,
which is understandable, since the overprinting was done in a
very simply equipped print shop and in a fairly casual way.
Luckily, the printer’s waste is not dangerous since it was not
issue by the postal administration and since it later found its way
into the hands of collectors in a well marked condition. The
errors listed above are all the more collectable because they can
be obtained cheaply, often at the price of the ordinary stamp. In
addition, we can decorate our collection with a few heavily
shifted overprints that are easily encountered.
A consequence of the primitive manner in which the
overprinting was executed is that some parts of some letters may
be omitted or smudged. But these do not warrant particular
attention because they occur due to irregularly inked or dirty
plates. This occurs randomly and can therefor not be considered
plate flaws or printing errors.

Pricing the Stamps of Baranya II
We give the pricing in pengö-fillér. We only give prices
for used stamps. The majority of used stamps have favor
cancellations, making their valuation a fantasy [arbitrary]. Used
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stamps have value only on original covers. Generally, the rarest
covers have stamps from both issues, since it will be recalled that

the second issue appeared while the first was still in circulation
and thus mixed franking can occur. We present such a cover
[below] to our readers. Such covers, which have truly passed
through the mails, are always prized in our collections.

Postally Used Cover with Mixed Franking
Prices for various 18 December 1919 Hungarian stamps
overprinted with “Baranya” set in Japanese-style letters in shiny
black and with revalued by centrally printed numerals in
carmine:

10 / 2 fillér newspaper stamp, orange (a)
10 / 10 fillér postal savings, violet (a)
10 / 2 fillér special delivery, green/red (a)
20 /2 fillér harvester (magyar kir. posta), yellowish brn (b)
20 /2 fillér harvester (magyar posta), yellowish brown (b)
30 /6 fillér harvester (magyar posta), bluish green (c)
50 /5 fillér harvester (magyar kir. posta), green (d)

Pengö
0.10
0.10
0.08
2.50
0.04
0.08
0.60
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50 /5 fillér harvester (magyar posta), green (d)
100 /25 fillér harvester (magyar posta), blue (e)
100 /40 fillér harvester (magyar posta), olive green (e)
100 /45 fillér harvester (magyar kir. posta), orange (e)
150 /15 fillér King Károly – Köztársaság, violet (f)
150 /15 fillér harvester (magyar kir. posta), violet (f)
150 /15 fillér harvester (magyar posta), violet (f)
200 /75 fillér parliament stamp, blue (g)

a

b

e
a
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c

g
b

0.03
0.04
0.04
0.36
0.10
0.70
0.40
0.10

d

f
c

d

e

g

f

These prices further show how Hungarian occupation
stamps have been neglected. Unfortunately it is true that we can
obtain a stamp of which only 50,000 were issued for 10 fillér and
one which exists only in 9,500 examples for 2.50 pengö. In fact,
some catalogs value these stamps even lower, so that it may be
possible to obtain them even cheaper. Let us hope that with
time, Hungarian occupation issues (which belong in the
collections of Hungarian collectors more than the speculation
blocks and numerous other speculative series) will command
better prices.
Among the printing errors, the 200 / 75 [fillér]
parliament stamp with “Báranya” rather than “Baranya” costs
2.00 pengö.
The 50 /5 fillér harvester (magyar posta) stamp with the
right side of the zero cut off costs 2.00 pengö while the same
error on the 5 fillér (magyar kir. posta) stamp costs 5.00
pengö.
The 100 fillér overprint with a broken (or rather, cut)
“1” on the 25 and 40 fillér harvester (magyar posta) stamps are
2.00 pengö, while this overprint error on the 45 5 fillér [magyar
kir. posta] stamp costs 5.00 pengö.
We do not price the printers waste stamps here. These
stamps do not belong in collections. If they are nevertheless
acquired as curiosities, the are worth no more than 40 or 50 fillér
each. Also in the category are test printings in which the work
“Baranya” or the denomination appears on gray or yellowish
gray paper. These were obtained from the print shop, were ink
formulations were tested on such papers. They have no
collectors’ value.
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Forgeries
To close, we recall the forgery of “Baranya II” stamps.
For many years, these stamps were not forged, because their cost
was not significant and an adequate number was on the market.
Forgeries were made primarily for the “packet trade”, which
benefited from the sale of the additional packet which was made
up of these 15 stamps. The majority of these forgeries were
made in bulk in Budapest. Unfortunately, we get no help [in
identification] from a characteristic mark, as we do with the drift
of the two impressions in the first series. Nevertheless, a
somewhat experienced collector will immediately recognize a
forgery.

Forgery
The genuine overprint is shiny black. Thus, the
overprint reflects, like lacquer. The letters are heavily pressed
into the stamp, and therefor they stand out on the back of the
stamp. Since forgeries are made by lithography, they are faint
black, washed out and do not stand out on the back. The color of
the overprinted value on the stamp is dark carmine and it also
stands out [appears embossed] on the back of the stamp.
Forgeries have fainter numerals overprinted and they do not
stand out. We present one forgery to our readers [illustrated
above]. Press-printed forgeries have not yet appeared. These
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can be more dangerous. In doubtful cases, we should turn to
reliable experts.

Baranya II Forgeries
Genuine

Forgery

Production Method
printed
lithographed
“BARANYA” Ink Color
shiny black
washed-out black
Denomination Ink Color
dark carmine
lighter red
Overprint Impressions
both embossed on back
smooth back
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